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NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING EQUIPMENT
QQI DATA SHEET

QQI ID
CX-230
CX-430
3C2-234
3C4-234
CX4-230(CM230)
•

Part No.
MFI-301-5
MFI-304-5
MFI-306-5
MFI-307-5
MFI-305-5

DESCRIPTION
.002” Thick Standard Circle and Cross
.004” Thick Circle and Cross
.002” Thick Standard Triple Circle
.004” Thick Triple Circle
.002” Thick Standard Miniatures

QQI’s are sold in sheets of 5

6805 COOLRIDGE DR ■ TEMPLE HILLS MD 20748
301-449-7300 ■ 800-638-0554 ■ FAX 301-449-7011
EMAIL:

sales@detek.com

Description
The 5100 Series Hall effect portable gaussmeters represent the most recent design from the world leader in
magnetic measuring equipment. This new design incorporates the use of digital signal processing technology
making it the world's first hand.held gaussmeter to have a digital signal processor (DSP) on board. F.W Bell's
exclusive Dynamic Probe Connection allows measurements from 0 to 30 kG with a basic accuracy of 1%.
Key features include Auto Zero, Min./Max./Peak Hold, Auto Range and Relative Mode. Both models allow the user
to select Gauss or Tesla readings. The Model 5180 also has a selection for readings in Ampere/Meters
features a corrected analog output (:t3V FS) and a USB communications port.

and

The 5100 Series Hand.Held Gaussmeter's built.in software eliminates the need for complex calibration
procedures. User prompts on the custom formatted LCD allow fast. simple push button operation. All models
come equipped with a detachable transverse probe, zero gauss chamber, instruction manual. hard carrying case,
and four AA batteries. Axial and other style probes are available as options.

Applicationsfor the 5100 Series range from the most sensitive laboratory environmentto the most rugged
industrialsetting.All instrumentsare CE compliant.

Features

. The best accuracy in it's class
.
.

Data logging capability
20X lower resolution

. Frequency Response 2X better than competitor
. The only handheld meter with DSP

. Auto Zero

. Min/Max/PeakHold

. Auto Range
. RelativeMode
.

Universal

Serial Bus Interface

(Digital Signal Processing)
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Model
Basic Accuracy
Frequency Bandwidth

5170

5180

2%

1%

OC-20 kHz

OC-40 kHz

Sampling Rate

5/see

5/see

Ranges
Low Range
Mid Range
High Range

200G

300G

Resolution
Low Range
Mid Range
High Range

2 kG

3 kG

20 kG

30 kG

0_1G(10/1T)

0.1G(10/11)

1.0G(100/111

1.0 G (100/11)
10G(1mT)

10 G (1 mT)

Display
Digits
Readings

Gauss Tesla

LCD

LCD

31/2

3 1/2

Amps 1 Meters

Gauss Tesla Amps 1 Meters

Analog Output

:t3VFS

Communication Port

USB

General Information

All Models

Temperature
Operating
Storage
Power

DoC to 50°C
-25°C to 70°C
4 AA batteries

Size

6.9 in x 3_9 in x 1.44 in.

Probes and Accessories
Model Number
Model 5180

Description

Probes

HTD18-0604

4" Transverse

STD18-0404
ST018-0402
SAD18-1904
SAD18-1902

4" Transverse Probe (ine!. w/5180)
2" Transverse Probe
4" Axial Probe
2" Axial Probe

Probe

Shipping Weight

Model 5170 Probes
HTH17-0604
STH17-0404
STH17-0402
SAH17-1904
SAH17-1902

4" Transverse

Domestic 121bs 5.5 kgs
International 17 Ibs 8.0 kgs
Net 11 Ibs 5.0 kgs
International 16 Ibs 7.5 kgs

Probe

4" Transverse Probe

(ine!.

w/5170)

2" Transverse Probe
4" Axial Probe
2" Axial Probe

Models 5170/5180 Gaussmeter Probes
STB1X-0201 Ultra ThinTransverse Probe (0.020")
MOS51-3204 LowField Probe (0.020'~

Note: Due to continuous process improvement, specifications subject to change without notice.

Rev. date 09/2004
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POCKET MAGNETOMETERS

MAGNETISM IS EVERYWHERE- It is most commonly evident as residual magnetism in iron or steel objects.
Determination of the degree of such magnetism is becoming more important for many critical components.
Alloy steels, those that are heavily cold worked or heat treated, are especially prone to retain magnetism after
having been subjected to strong magnetic fields, such as those created by magnetic chucks, magnetic
conveyors, spot welding, magnetized machine tools, or magnetic analysis testing, etc.
RESIDUAL MAGNETISM in steel parts may be readily determined in a few seconds time by checking with a
Pocket Magnetometer. Place the lower (test) edge of the Magnetometer Case near or against the object being
tested. The Pointer Instantly Deflects to a reading on the scale proportional to the magnetism in the object at
that point. The higher the reading, the stronger the magnetic field is. This reading can be compared directly
with that produced by other similar objects which are known to be acceptable from a residual magnetism
standpoint. Are your parts satisfactorily demagnetized?
MAGNETIC POLARITY of the field being measured is indicated by the direction of pointer deflection on the
center zero scale. A plus (+) deflection indicates the test edge of the Magnetometer has been presented to a
North (seeking) magnetic pole.
IS DEMAGNETIZING OKAY – Steel components such as video and sound take recorder capstans and guides,
that become magnetized, add to background noise and loss of recorded high frequencies. A Pocket
Magnetometer will indicate when they are demagnetized to safe levels.
ACCURATE QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS are possible, even under widely varying temperature conditions.
As a matter of convenience, instrument calibration is correct at normal room temperatures, but when the
occasion demands, readings may be taken at extremes of temperature by applying the indicated percentage
corrections to the readings for ambient (instrument) temperature in accordance with the straight-line graph.
CARE SHOULD BE EXCERCISED in handling your Pocket Magnetometer; it should not be dropped. Although
quite stable under reasonable conditions of handling, scale calibration can be changed by accidental exposure
to strong A.C. magnetic fields or by strong unidirectional fields that would tend to deflect the pointer
considerably off scale.
CALIBRATION IS TRACEABLE TO N.B.S. and N.I.S.T. on all of our instruments. Serialization and certification is
available at an additional cost.
POCKET MAGNETOMETERS ARE HANDY – fast and easy to sue, as well as being relatively inexpensive. The
quantitative information secured can be extremely valuable to personnel in the tool room, stock room,
inspection, engineering and laboratory, as well as in many production processes.

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING EQUIPMENT
DRY MAGNETIC PARTICLE POWDER
DETEK offers dry magnetic particle powders in a choice of five colors to enhance
any application. Dry powders are generally used on parts with a rough surface or
for field inspection. Each color is available in an easy to use 5 pound plastic
container with a resealable top or in 100 pound kegs. Quantity pricing is available
beginning with 25 pounds.
All powders are sieve tested and certified to meet the following specifications:
I.
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section V, Articles 7 and 25
II. ASTM E 709
III. MIL-STD 2132A (SH)
IV. MIL-STD 271 E & F (SH)
V.
SAE – Aerospace Materials Specification – AMS 3040
VI. NAVSEA 250-1500-1
VII. NTR-1E
VIII. MIL-STD 1949A
We further certify that this material does not contain mercury as a basic element
and no mercury bearing equipment was used in its manufacture.
COLORS AVAILABLE ARE:
MPW-110
MPW-210
MPW-310
MPW-410
MPW-510

SERIES
SERIES
SERIES
SERIES
SERIES

BLUE/BLACK
RED
GREY
YELLOW
WHITE

6805 COOLRIDGE DR ■ TEMPLE HILLS MD 20748
301-449-7300 ■ 800-638-0554 ■ FAX 301-449-7011
EMAIL: sales@detek.com

Circle Systems, Inc.
Magnetic Particle Inspection

Offering the CircleSafe®, Mi-Glow® &
Sir-Chem® Product Lines
Better products through chemistry.
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CIRCLE SYSTEMS, INC.
Manufacturer of the MiGlow® and
CircleSafe® line of MPI Products.
Circle Systems, Inc. has been a leading
manufacturer of magnetic particles for
nondestructive testing for forty-nine
years. Starting as a chemical company,
its roots are in the chemistry of particle
manufacture, wetting agents, antifoamers, corrosion inhibitors and pH
adjusters. From these roots have grown

particular needs of the railroads,
underwater inspection and the steel,
automotive and aerospace industries.
Circle's chemists, technicians and sales
personnel stand ready to provide you
with the formulations, fluorescent and
non-fluorescent, that will meet your
individual requirements.

Also, in an ongoing effort to emphasize
Circle’s commitment to provide high
quality products and services to its
customers, Circle has been certified to
ISO 9001:2000. This certification
ensures that Circle meets or exceeds
industry recognized quality standards.

and developed the first magnetic
particles designed specifically for
underwater inspection; the first waterbased aerosol magnetic particle
inspection package; the first magnetic
stripe card for quick bath inspection;
dual inspection particles; wetting agents
and water base carriers that retain all the
dispersion benefits of oil, while
providing non-toxic and environmentally
safe application -- just to name a few.
In addition to the proprietary line, Circle
is also a laboratory specialist -recognizing the need for unique
requirements that go beyond its
proprietary line. For this reason, Circle
has developed special products for the

All Circle products are certified to
Military, ASTM, AMS and other
pertinent standards.
With a network of representatives now
international in scope Circle can serve
you quickly and professionally. Please
contact your local distributor or Circle
Systems for quantity pricing.
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Featured
Product

Item #

Package Size

3100
3102

1 pound jar
12 pound pail

MI-GLOW® 800

Ultra-bright, ultra-sensitive, fluorescent yellow particles designed for use in solvent media or for
water-base applications when combined with specially formulated conditioners. Long-life particles
display sharp, low-background/high contrast indications. These particles target fine, critical defects.
Certified to be compliant with the following specifications: AMS 3044; ASME SE-709, B&PV
Code, § V, Article 25; ASTM E 709; ASTM E 1444; MIL-STD-2132(SH).

Circle Systems, Inc.
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WET METHOD PARTICLE INSPECTION

MI-GLOW® 778

A liquid concentrate with fluorescent yellow Mi-Glow 800 particles
and liquid wetting agent, designed for water system use. Contains
special corrosion inhibitors, anti-foaming agents, wetting agents and
pH buffering agents. For critical applications requiring superior
wetting and corrosion resistance. One quart of concentrate, when
combined with water, makes ten gallons of suspension agent.
Item #

Package Size

3571

4-1 quart bottles/case

MI-GLOW® 810

Mi-Glow 800 fluorescent yellow particles premixed with dry
wetting agent for use in a water-based system. An
environmentally friendly and economic solution when wetting
and corrosion inhibition are not as critical.
Item #

Package Size

3111
3114

2 pound jar
35 pound pail

MI-GLOW® 820

A liquid concentrate with non-fluorescent black Mi-Glow 106
particles and liquid wetting agent, designed for water system
use. Contains special corrosion inhibitors, anti-foaming
agents, wetting agents and pH buffering agents.
Item #

Package Size

3611

4 - 1 quart bottles/case

MI-GLOW® 106

Non-fluorescent black particles designed for use in an oil
media system with white light.
Item #

Package Size

2431

2 pound jar
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MI-GLOW® 600

Dual-light red particles for use in oil. Designed to be used in
visible light for revealing defects found in structural
fabrications. Ultra-violet light may be used to further highlight
defect indications in either a well-lit or darkened area. Preferred
for outdoor inspection and on parts too large to hood.
Item #

Package Size

2880
2882

1 pound jar
12 pound pail

MI-GLOW® 850

Dual method Mi-Glow 600 red particles premixed with a dry
conditioning agent for use in a water-based system. Can be
viewed outdoors in daylight, enhanced with UV lamp, or in
hooded area with ultraviolet light.
Item #

Package Size

3641
3648

2 pound jar
30 pound pail

MI-GLOW® 218X

A pre-mix of fluorescent yellow particles and dry wetting
agent designed to reveal defects such as those found in billet
inspection. For use in a water-based system.
Item #

Package Size

3231
3238

2 pound jar
30 pound pail

MI-GLOW® 800

Ultra-bright, ultra-sensitive, fluorescent yellow particles designed
for use in solvent media or for water-base applications with the
addition of specially formulated conditioners. Long-life particles
display sharp, low-background/high contrast indications. These
particles target fine, critical defects.
Item #

Package Size

3100
3102

1 pound jar
12 pound pail

Circle Systems, Inc.
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DRY METHOD PARTICLE INSPECTION

SIR-CHEM® DUSTING POWDER 61

Highly refined gray magnetic powder for use in natural
light. Detects minute discontinuities on fabricated or
welded surfaces such as bridges, pipes, tanks, machinery
and equipment.

Item #

Package Size

2551
2555

10 pound jar
50 pound pail

SIR-CHEM® DUSTING POWDER 63

Highly refined red magnetic powder for use in natural light.
Detects minute discontinuities on fabricated or welded
surfaces such as bridges, pipes, tanks, machinery and
equipment.

Item #

Package Size

2571
2575

10 pound jar
50 pound pail

SIR-CHEM® DUSTING POWDER 66

Highly refined yellow magnetic powder for use in natural
light. Detects minute discontinuities on fabricated or
welded surfaces such as bridges, pipes, tanks, machinery
and equipment.

Item #

Package Size

2621
2625

10 pound jar
50 pound pail
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SIR-CHEM® DUSTING POWDER 68

Highly refined blue magnetic powder for use in natural light.
Detects minute discontinuities on fabricated or welded
surfaces such as bridges, pipes, tanks, machinery and
equipment.
Item #

Package Size

2631
2635

10 pound jar
50 pound pail

SIR-CHEM® DUSTING POWDER 73

Highly refined dual light red magnetic powder for use in
natural and ultraviolet light. Under natural light this powder
appears purple and under black light it fluoresces red. Detects
minute discontinuities on fabricated or welded surfaces such as
bridges, pipes, tanks, machinery and equipment.
Item #

Package Size

2601
2605

10 pound jar
50 pound pail

SIR-CHEM® DUSTING POWDER 75

Highly refined dual light yellow-green magnetic powder
for use in natural and ultraviolet light. Under natural light
this powder appears yellow-green and under black light it
fluoresces yellow-green. Detects minute discontinuities on
fabricated or welded surfaces such as bridges, pipes, tanks,
machinery and equipment.
Item #

Package Size

2641
2645

10 pound jar
50 pound pail

SIR-CHEM® DUSTING POWDER 93

Highly refined dual light bonded magnetic powder for use with
a blue light. Detects minute discontinuities on fabricated or
welded surfaces such as bridges, pipes, tanks, machinery and
equipment.
Item #

Package Size

2671
2675

10 pound jar
50 pound pail

Circle Systems, Inc.
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AEROSOLS

CIRCLESAFE® 778A

A pre-proportioned combination of Mi-Glow 800 fluorescent particles
and a specifically formulated wetting agent in water, packaged in carbon
dioxide charged aerosol cans. Designed to detect very fine defects found
in finished products and other critical applications. Environmentally
safe, non-flammable and user friendly.
Item #

Package Size

3590

12 - 12 oz. cans/case

CIRCLESAFE® 800A

A pre-proportioned combination of Mi-Glow 800 fluorescent particles
and an odorless inspection oil vehicle, packaged in carbon dioxide
charged aerosol cans. Designed to detect very fine defects found in
finished products and other critical applications.
Item #

Package Size

3130

12 - 12 oz. cans/case

CIRCLESAFE® 820A

A pre-proportioned combination of non-fluorescent black particles and a
specifically formulated wetting agent in water, packaged in carbon
dioxide charged aerosol cans. Designed to be used in white light
inspection for detecting very fine defects found in finished products and
structural fabrications. Environmentally safe, non-flammable and user
friendly.
Item #

Package Size

3600

12 - 12 oz. cans/case

CIRCLESAFE® 850A

A pre-proportioned combination of Mi-Glow 600 red dual light particles and a
specifically formulated wetting agent in water, packaged in carbon dioxide
charged aerosol cans. Designed to be used in white light inspection for detecting
defects found in structural fabrications. Ultra-violet light may be used to further
highlight defect indications in either a well-lit or darkened area. Environmentally
safe, non-flammable and user friendly.
Item #

Package Size

3630

12 - 12 oz. cans/case
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CIRCLESAFE® 820AX

A pre-proportioned combination
of non-fluorescent black particles
and an odorless inspection oil
vehicle, packaged in carbon
dioxide charged aerosol cans.
Designed to be used in white
light inspection for detecting very
fine defects found in finished
products and structural
fabrications.
Item #

Package Size

3609

12 - 16 oz. cans/case

MI-GLOW® WCP

A specially formulated white
contrast paint, packaged as an
aerosol, used to create a
consistent background on the
component surface in a visible
magnetic particle inspection
scenario. When dry, the white
contrast paint is resistant to the
wet method baths used for
inspection, but is easily removed
from the demagnetized
component surface with acetone.
Item #

Package Size

3740

12 - 16oz. cans/case

Circle Systems, Inc.
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READY-TO-USE SPRAYS

MI-GLOW® 778S RTU

A Ready-to-Use water bath used for magnetic particle
inspection, packaged in a hand-held spray bottle. The water
bath contains fluorescent particles and special water
chemistry, which consists of corrosion inhibitors, antifoaming agents, wetting agents and pH buffering agents.
Designed for revealing very fine defects on both machined
and unfinished ferro-magnetic materials.
Item #

Package Size

3572

6-1 quart bottles/case

MI-GLOW® 820S RTU

A Ready-to-Use water bath used for magnetic particle
inspection, packaged in a hand-held spray bottle. The water
bath contains non-fluorescent particles and special water
chemistry, which consists of corrosion inhibitors, antifoaming agents, wetting agents and pH buffering agents.
Designed for revealing very fine defects on both machined
and unfinished ferro-magnetic materials.
Item #

Package Size

3612

6-1 quart bottles/case

MI-GLOW® 850S RTU

A Ready-to-Use water bath used for magnetic particle
inspection, packaged in a hand-held spray bottle. The water
bath contains fluorescent particles and special water
chemistry, which consists of corrosion inhibitors, antifoaming agents, wetting agents and pH buffering agents.
This is a red water system used for visible and fluorescent
magnetic particle inspection. Designed to be used in visible
light for revealing defects found in structural fabrications
and with ultra-violet light to further enhance defects in a
Item #
well-lit or darkened area.
3642

Package Size
6-1 quart bottles/case
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MI-GLOW® 600LS RTU

A Ready-to-Use oil bath used for magnetic particle
inspection, packaged in a hand-held spray bottle. The red
oil system is used for visible and fluorescent magnetic
particle inspection. Designed to be used in visible light for
revealing defects found in structural fabrications and with
ultra-violet light to further enhance defects in a well-lit or
darkened area.
Item #

Package Size

2890

6-1 quart bottles/case

MI-GLOW® 800LS RTU

A Ready-to-Use pre-proportioned combination of
fluorescent particles and odorless inspection oil vehicle,
packaged in a hand-held spray bottle. Designed for
revealing very fine defects, such as those found in finished
products for the aerospace industry and other critical
applications.

Item #

Package Size

3145

6-1 quart bottles/case

MI-GLOW® 820LS RTU

A Ready-to-Use pre-proportioned combination of nonfluorescent black particles and odorless inspection oil
vehicle, packaged in a hand-held spray bottle. Designed for
revealing very fine defects on both machined and
unfinished ferro-magnetic materials.

Item #

Package Size

3622

6-1 quart bottles/case

Circle Systems, Inc.
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WATER BATH SUPPLEMENTS

WETTING AGENT 771

Contains special corrosion inhibitors, anti-foaming agents,
wetting agents and pH buffering agents.

Item #

Package Size

3501

4 - 1 quart bottles/case

ANTI-FOAM 3

A concentrated foam reducing agent.

Item #

Package Size

2950

4 - 1 quart bottles/case

CORROSION INHIBITOR 7

An additive used to boost the corrosion inhibition properties of
the MPI bath.

Item #

Package Size

3510
3515

4 - 1 quart bottles/case
55 gallon drum

CLEANER 500

Mild alkaline cleaner excellent for use in cleaning out an oilbase or water-base system prior to going to the water-based
system or in between baths.
Item #

Package Size

3851

1 gallon bottle
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MAGNETIC STRIPE CARDS

TYPE 2000

Item #

Package Size

2800

Each

A Magnetic Stripe Card used
for instantly evaluating the
performance of magnetic
particle inspection materials.
This card can be used to
quantitatively evaluate the
performance of MPI materials
by displaying the number of
indications that can be
observed after the material has
been applied to the stripe.
Magnetic Stripe Cards are
recognized as a tool for
evaluation of magnetic
particle inspection materials in
ASTM E-709-01 “Standard
Guide for Magnetic Particle
Examination”, Paragraph
20.6.8 and Appendix X2.

TYPE A

A high coercivity magnetic
stripe card that assists in
evaluating the quality of
magnetic particle baths,
suspension and dry powders.
The card acts as a test piece and
supplement to the ASTM D-96
settling tube, Ketos ring and
other tests for MPI Materials.

Item #

Package Size

2850

Each
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UNDERWATER MAGNETIC PARTICLE INSPECTION

MI-GLOW® UNDERWATER 1

This product is a premix of dual-light red
particles and wetting agent for use in
underwater inspection. Designed to be used
in a variety of underwater applications,
including offshore structural welds, pipeline
inspection and ship husbandry in shallow as
well as deep water. It is a versatile particle
with a broad particle size range and the
ability to be used in both black light and
natural light systems.
Item #

Package Size

2701
2703

2 pound jar
25 pound pail

MI-GLOW® UNDERWATER 528

A combination of water conditioners and
fluorescent magnetic particles that fluoresces
orange-red under black light and is visible red
under white light. Designed for use in a variety
of underwater inspections, including offshore
structural welds, pipeline inspection and ship
husbandry. Especially designed to enhance
photographic recording of underwater
inspections.

Item #

Package Size

2771
2773

2 pound jar
25 pound pail
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CARRIER SOLUTIONS

CIRCLESOL M

A solvent specifically designed for use in
magnetic particle inspection. Its high clarity,
low fluorescence and no odor combination
make it ideal for use as a carrier media in a
variety of applications.

Item #

Package Size

3880
3883

55 gallon drum
5 gallon pail

MI-GLOW® 800L

A pre-proportioned combination of Mi-Glow
800 fluorescent particles and odorless
inspection oil vehicle packaged ready-for-use
in five-gallon cans. Designed for revealing
very fine defects, such as those found in
finished products for the aerospace industry
and other critical applications.

Item #

Package Size

3143

5 gallon pail

Circle Systems, Inc.
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Specification Guide
Wet Method Magnetic Inspection Particles
SPECIFICATION
COMPLIANCE

MI-GLOW® 800

MI-GLOW® 810

MI-GLOW® 778

MI-GLOW® 820

AMS 2641

X

AMS 3042
AMS 3044

CIRCLESOL M

X
X

X

X

AMS 3161

X

API RP 5A5

X

X

X

ASME B&PV

X

X

X

X

ASTM E709

X

X

X

X

ASTM E1444

X

X

X

X

DOD-F-87935

X
X

MIL-STD-271

X

X

X

X

X

MIL-STD-1949

X

X

X

X

X

MIL-STD-2132

X

X

X

X

NAVSEA 250-1500-1

X

X

X

X

NTR-1E

X

X

X

X

Bell Helicopter-Textron

X

X

X

Boeing Aircraft BAC
5424
Boeing (Douglas Aircraft)
General Electric Aircraft
Pratt & Whitney MPM

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Pratt & Whitney PMC1887

X
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Specification Guide cont.

Aerosol Magnetic Inspection Particles
SPECIFICATION
COMPLIANCE

CIRCLESAFE®
800A

AMS 2641

CIRCLESAFE®
778A

CIRCLESAFE®
820A

CIRCLESAFE®
820AX

X

CIRCLESAFE®
850A

X

AMS 3042

X

X

X

AMS 3044

X

AMS 3045

X

AMS 3161

X

ASME B&PV

X

X

X

X

X

ASTM E709

X

X

X

X

X

ASTM E1444

X

X

X

X

X

DOD-F-87935

X

MIL-STD-271

X

X

X

X

X

MIL-STD-1949

X

X

X

X

X

MIL-STD-2132

X

X

X

X

X

NTR-1E

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Dry Method Magnetic Inspection Particles
SPECIFICATION
COMPLIANCE

DP 61
Gray

DP 63
Red

DP 66
Yellow

DP 68
Blue-Black
X

DP 73
Fluorescent
Red
X

DP 75
Fluorescent
Yellow
X

DP 93
Blue Light
Red
X

AMS 3040

X

X

X

API RP 5A5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ASME B&PV

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ASTM E709

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ASTM E1444

X

X

X
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